make homework meaningful, not just worksheets
Consistent ELA curriculum for grades K-5
Having a good mix of academic level per classroom instead of 1 class of advanced and another class of behind
We need a writing curriculum. The math curriculum does not prepare the kids for state testing
staff development and cohesiveness, focus on complete history and addressing marginalized groups
How does the school prepare the middle school classes for AP classes? Has there ever been a GATE program?
teach social skills with others instead of just suspending kids or sending them to the office
Tutors
small class sizes always benefit student learning,
ideas and classes for the teachers on enjoyment. The more fun the kids have learning, the easier they will learn.
Not teaching the kids the same thing two years in a row in combo classes
Our school PE/21 needs to have a competent Reading intervention teacher! Not pulled in ANY other direction or those. Just reading intervention.
Life skills
Teachers sometimes feel forced to "teach for the test" instead of teaching the basics that students truly need to know.
Tutoring and more funds for supplies for teachers like PE equipment and art supplies
Alternative learning and hands on tools
Teachers and students need a healthy outlet to deal with daily stressors, so having a meditation room or calm room or exercise time will help them develop those healthy outlets.
"C" is for learning... students need to know that a "C" is a great grade. Help our students get them to be C students.
Unplug: using only standardized tests to place kids in reading levels and other classes
Special ed program and kids in regular classes with aids and student involvement with the special ed kids so they develop understanding.